
University of ArkansasDepartment of Computer Siene and Computer Engineering2006 High Shool Programming ContestProblemsRevision Date: February 19, 2007Note that for all problems, an integer is de�ned as:an optional minus sign,followed by one of the digits from the set 0..9,followed by any number of digits from the set 0..9Thus 3, -21, and 309 are integers; - 4 and +38 are not.1 Ulam's Problem: �nding yle lengthThe 3n + 1 onjeture, due to Collatz and also known as Ulam's problem, states that any positive integer n(n > 2), when repeatedly operated upon the following rule, eventually yields 1.If the n is odd, let n be 3n+ 1, else let n be n2 .For example, if n starts out as 27, then the �rst few values of n are:27 82 41 124 62 31 ...The number 82 is obtained sine 27 is odd. Thus, one multiplies 27 by three and adds 1, yielding 82. Thenumber 41 is obtained sine 82 is even. Thus one divides 82 by 2, yielding 41.Your task is to read in a single positive integer from a �le and give the number of iterations of the rule requiredto reah 1. For example, if the number read from the �le is 2, it should be reported that the number of iterationsrequired is 1.input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains a single positiveinteger surrounded by white spae;output the required number of iterations is reported to the onsole (stdout)2 Ulam's Problem: Finding nGiven a yle length  and a set of bounds representing a range r, display the smallest value of n within r whose3n+ 1 yle length is . If no number in the range has the given yle length, display 0.1



input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains three positiveintegers separated by white spae; the �rst integer is the yle length ; the seond integer is the low endof the range r; the third number is the high end of the range r; the bounds are inlusive (i.e., both thelow and the high ends should be heked)output the smallest integer in the range is reported to the onsole (stdout)3 Enryption: simple deryptionBefore the internet, there was Usenet. Usenet was kind of an internet hat group that ommuniated via email.One of the most popular newsgroups (as the groups were alled) was re.humor.funny. Due to the fat thatit was easy for a reader inadvertently to glane at the punhline before �nishing the setup, the punhline wasenrypted. Most news readers at the time inorporated a ommand to derypt any enrypted text.Usenet users enrypted text with a version of the Caeser ipher, whih is a one-to-one substitution ipher. ForUsenet, the ROT13 ipher was used: eah letter was rotated 13 letters to the right. Thus the letter 'a' wasenrypted as the letter 'n' while the letter 'b' was enrypted as the letter 'o', the letter 'm' was enrypted asthe letter 'z' and so on. The rotation was irular, in that the letter 'n' was enrypted as the letter 'a' and 'z'was enrypted as the letter 'm'. The fat that 'a' is enrypted as 'n' and vie versa is due to the fat that thereare 26 letters in the English alphabet and that the rotation of 13 is exatly half that. With a di�erent numberof letters in the alphabet or a di�erent rotation number, this symmetry would not be seen.Upperase letters are treated the same way. The letter 'A' is enrypted as the letter 'N' and the letter 'Z' isenrypted as the letter 'M'. All other haraters are left unhanged.Given a ROT13 message, display the derypted text.input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains an arbitraryamount of text enrypted with a ROT13 ipheroutput the derypted text is reported to the onsole (stdout)4 Enryption: deryption using a ribDuring WWII, the sientists at Blethley Park, England were suessful in breaking the Nazi Enigma ipherdue, in part, to the fat that enrypted messages from submarine ommanders always started with informationabout the urrent state of the weather. Using atual weather reports, the sientists (inluding Alan Turing,onsidered the father of Computer Siene) were able to reonstrut some of the unenrypted text (or plaintext).Knowing a portion of the plaintext is a powerful tool for breaking a substitution ipher.Your task is to break a ROTN ipher. You are given the enrypted text, whih has been enrypted by rotatingeah letter N letters to the right and a portion of the plaintext, known as a rib. Your task is to �nd the rotationN that was used to enrypt the plaintext.You may �nd more than one value of N sine more than one deryption may yield a plaintext that ontains thegiven rib.Given the yphertext and a rib, print all values of N that ould have been used to enrypt the plaintext. Foreah value of N, print the assoiated derypted text. Of ourse, eah derypted version of the enrypted textshould ontain the rib.input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains two lines; the�rst line is the enrypted text; the seond line ontains the rib; there are no leading or trailing spaes ineither the enrypted text or the rib 2



output for eah possible N whose assoiated derypted text ontains the rib, report N followed by the de-rypted text to the onsole; N may range from 0 to 25, inlusive.5 Playing with numbers: reversing digitsReverse a deimal (i.e., base 10) integer. For example, the number 1234 should produe the number 4321. Thenumber 120 should produe the number 21.input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains a single integer onthe �rst line; an integer is a ontiguous span of the digits '0' through '9'; there are no leading or trailingspaesoutput report the original integer and its reversal to the onsole6 Playing with numbers: produing palindromesThere is a peuliar property about reversing a deimal integer. If we iterate the following ation...Let n be n+ reverse(n)...eventually n will be a palindrome (i.e., reading the digits from left to right is the same as reading the digitsfrom right to left). For example, 1221 is a palindrome as are 3, -33, 12321, and 123321. The numbers 34, 556,and -90 are not palindromes.Given an original integer n and a limit on the number of iterations t, report the original integer, the resultingpalindrome, and the number of iterations required if the palindrome an be found within t number of iterations.If the original integer is already a palindrome, report the original integer and a message stating that it alreadyis a palindrome. Otherwise, report the original integer followed by a message stating that a palindrome ouldnot be found.input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains two integersseparated by white spae; the �rst integer is the original value of n; the seond integer is the limit onthe number of iterations; the limit is positive and inlusive (for example, if the limit is 5, at most �veiterations would be attempted).output report, to the onsole, the original integer and either the resulting palindrome and the number ofiterations required, or the fat that it already is a palindrome, or the fat that a palindrome ould not befound within the limit.7 Number bases: onverting base 36 to deimalThe symbol set...0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ...an be used to represent base 36 numbers, where A is the digit orresponding to 10 and Z is the digitorresponding to 35. The deimal (base 10) equivalent of 1CY (base 36) is1 � 362 + 12 � 361 + 34 � 360or 1762. The 12 and the 34 ome from the fat that C is the 12th digit and Y is the 34th digit.Given a number in base 36, determine its deimal equivalent and report it using the form:3



1CY (base 36) is 1762 (base 10)input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains a single numberin base 36output report the original base 36 number followed by its deimal (base 10) equivalent to the onsole8 Number bases: adding numbers in arbitrary basesGiven a number set of n unique, printable haraters on the �rst line representing the suessive digits of a basen numbering system and subsequently two numbers in that base, add the two numbers together and report thesum in that base. For example, if the symbol set is...0123456789...and the subsequent numbers are...27 31...you would report:base 10: 27 plus 31 equals 58If the symbol set is...01234567...and the subsequent numbers are...27 31you would report:base 8: 27 plus 31 equals 60As a �nal example, if the symbol set is...ABC,01234567EFG!...and the numbers to be added are...27 31...you would report:base 16: 27 plus 31 equals GA 4



In this last ase, the G is the digit representing 14 and A is the digit representing 0.input �le input; the name of the �le is passed as a ommand line argument; the �le ontains two lines; the �rstline ontains the symbol set with no leading or trailing spaes; the symbol set is ontiguous and symbolsare drawn from the set of printable haraters the seond line ontains two numbers in the base spei�edby the the symbol set; the two numbers are separated by whitespae.output report the magnitude of the base, the two input numbers, and the sum, in that order, to the onsole
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